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This paper presents an analysis of the requirements and constraints concerning the
efficiency of the application of coal roadway development systems with bolt roof sup-
ports by means of specialized mining, loading and bolting machines. In some cases,
machines of this type can achieve very good roadway development results measured with
the daily/weekly/monthly advancing of the face. An attempt was made to indicate the
requirements to be met in order to achieve the expected results, as well as the factors
limiting the obtained results of gateroad development operations.
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Bolter miners appeared about 30 years ago as spe-
cialized equipment intended for drilling coal and
coal-and-rock headings in hard coal mines that used
to operate longwall mining systems. Previously, the
search for a solution to the following problem had
been carried out for many years: how to increase the
advancing of drilling longwall gateroads and thus
the increasing advancing of longwalls? The change
in the perception of mechanized longwalls after they
had been implemented in US coal mining [1, 2], then
in Australia and subsequently in other countries
(Russia, China and others) led to an increase in the
daily production of longwalls and thus an increase in
their daily advancing rates. This had to be followed by
an increase in the daily advancing of the gateroad
faces, as each subsequent longwall must be prepared
before the previous one reaches its stop line. The
principle of “time is money” is fully confirmed with
regard to the preparation of the longwall panel for
mining operations; very expensive equipment of
a highly efficient longwall complex cannot wait un-
productively for the preparation of the headings for
the subsequent longwall [3]. Great attention has been
paid to the issue of achieving high advancing rates in

roadway development operations also in Poland [4, 5],
and a lot of attention worldwide has been paid to
improving the efficiency of gateroad development
operations with the use of bolter miners [6–16]. In
the most technologically advanced and productive
hard coal mines in the world, it has become common
practice to use a bolt support (roof bolting) as a less
expensive method of securing the gateroads (head-
ings). The combination of technical solutions en-
abling mechanical cutting in coal and coal-and-rock
faces with the quick installation of the bolt support
(roof bolting) in the heading face resulted in the
creation of highly specialized machines – bolter
miners. These machines enable a very high gateroad
development progress rate – the best recorded result
is approx. 2500 m/month, obtained in 2018 at the
Daliuta mine (Shenhua Shendong Group) [17] in
China. In favorable mining and geological conditions,
well-prepared gateroad faces are able to achieve
advancing/progress rate of 6–8 m/h. In 2019, gallery
drivage with the Komatsu/ Joy Global 12CM30 bolter
miner [18] was started in Poland for experimental
purposes.

This paper presents an analysis of the require-
ments and constraints for the effective use of bolter
miner machines.
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Bolter miners are the effect of many years of
searching for a solution to the problem of high per-
formance of mechanical mining in coal faces and the
need to secure the roof and the sidewalls of the head-
ings subject to drilling as rapidly as possible.
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In its current design, the bolter miner is a combina-
tion of a continuous miner with a multi-head bolting
device on one undercarriage (chassis).

In the past, attempts were made to separate in time
and space the face mining (cutting) from the roof
bolting using a powered roof support as a temporary
support between the cutting area (face) and the roof
bolting area. This solution, applied in the headings
of the room and pillar system in the USA [19, 20], did
not prove its advantages and as a result, it was quickly
abandoned. In European mining, attempts were been
made to use face-drilling machines with mechanical
cutting and continuous (follow-up) roof bolting with
one machine (AVSA), but also these attempts were
unsuccessful.

For the needs of the dynamically developing Aus-
tralian coal mining industry, the Joy company created
a device called Joy Sump Shearer (JSS) in the 1980s
(Fig. 1) [21]. The machine was intended for use
in drilling headings with rectangular-arched cross-
-sections, with roof bolting in the immediate vicinity
of the face (1.5 m). Two bolters were used and the
heading cross-section was chosen due to the optimal

use of the bolters. The machine was equipped with
two cutting heads mounted on the arms, just like in
longwall shearers.

These heads (cutting units) enabled cutting the
roof (with rock cutting) with an arch roof support.
This solution minimized the volume of the roof rock
cut, as at that time, the coal walls of 2.2–2.8 m high
were mined in Australia. Due to the increase in the
thickness of the exploited seams, and the limited ben-
efits of using the JSS, this solution was abandoned.

In the USA and Australian coal mining, the long-
wall system, especially retreat LW, is regarded as the
next stage in the development of the room-and-pillar
system with pillar recovery. Since the 1940s, various
types of machines have been used for the mechanical
mining of coal in these systems, which unlike mecha-
nization systems with blasting (use of explosives),
were called Continuous Miners [5]. For several de-
cades, cutter-loaders with linear cutting head across
the entire web have been dominant among these ma-
chines. In the room-and-pillar mining systems, these
machines work in a multi-face system with alternate
roof cutting and roof bolting with a separate self-
-propelled bolting machine. This solution was also
used to gateroad development for preparing LW pan-
els. In practice, however, it turned out that there were
large losses of time related to the replacement of ma-
chines in the face – after cutting the whole undis-
turbed soil (coal body) to a safe depth, the continuous
miner had to be reversed from the face to pass and
make space for the bolting machine. An alternative,
often compelled by mining and geological conditions,
was roof bolting with manual bolters immediately
after the roof was exposed.

Fig. 1. Joy Sump Shearer [21]
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At the end of the 1980s, the idea was born to equip
the Continuous Miner shearer with a bolting station
that would enable simultaneous drilling and bolting
the roof and the sidewalls of the headings with several
bolters. The first ABM-20 device of this type, used
in the Australian Tahmoor mine [3], was developed
by Voest Alpine Bergtechnik (now: Sandvik). The im-
plementation was successful and the bolter miner
type very quickly became popular in the global coal
mining industry, wherever there have been condi-
tions for their effective use. Nowadays, these ma-
chines are used on a large scale in mines extracting
hard coal with a longwall system in Australia, the
USA, China and Russia. Individual machines are op-

erated in other countries, while in the declining Euro-
pean coal mining industry they have been implement-
ed in the Czech Republic and, recently, in Poland.
High power of the linear cutting head and the ma-
chine stability resulted in the fact that, similarly to the
borer miners, bolter miners have been used in the ex-
ploitation (extraction) of some other soft minerals
(rock salt, sylvinite, trona) in mining systems with
long gates.

Nowadays, at least 3 global manufacturers offer
bolter miner machines (Fig. 2).

Similar machines are offered by other manufactur-
ers, but there is no information about their use.

Since the first bolter miners appeared, they have
been enhanced to increase drilling efficiency, and im-
prove safety and ergonomics.

Fig. 2. Bolter miners produced by Joy 12CM30, Sandvik MB670 and CAT CM845 [22–24]
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During the development of bolter miners, relevant
experience was gained and a technical system was
improved to enable the very effective drilling of
coal and rock and stone headings with a rectangular
cross-section with the use of a bolt support (roof bolt-
ing). The roadheader has been the key element of
the system.
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The bolter miner is a combination of two devices
on a common undercarriage (chassis) [25–27]:

– A mining and loading machine enabling the haulage
of the excavated material beyond the face (machine),

– A bolting station equipped with several bolting
heads, enabling bolting the roof and sidewalls  simul-
taneously. The number of bolters varies from 4 to 6.
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The basic design assumption was to minimize the
time of the basic groups of operations performed in
the face by increasing the cutting efficiency and si-
multaneous drilling and bolting with many anchors.
The basic components of the bolter miner by Sandvik
are shown in Figure 3.

Unlike similar continuous miners, the characteris-
tic feature of the bolter miner machines is an extend-
ible cutting head. This solution is designed to enable
the bolter miner to be reversed after a long gallery has
been drilled in the event of its horizontal convergence.
The desire to improve the efficiency of drilling and
extend the share of time devoted to mining/cutting
meant striving for operations of cutting/loading the
excavated material and roof and sidewalls bolting to
be performed at the same time (in parallel). While
bolting, the bolters must be kept in a stable position.
Sandvik bolter miners are equipped with an extend-
able cutting and loading unit (organ/unit + loader
table) enabling simultaneous cutting and bolting.
In order to ensure the stability of the undercarriage
with the bolters, it is stabilized to the sidewalls by
means of sprags/tie-beams and to the roof by means of
a temporary support canopy. Three extendable sup-
ports are intended to facilitate the machine leveling.

Machines from other manufacturers have not been
equipped with an extendable cutting and loading unit
(sump) and therefore the possibility of simultaneous
cutting and bolting is practically impossible – the
duration of the basic drilling cycle is shortened by
reducing the duration of individual activities and op-
erations.

The machine is equipped with an integrated dust
suppression system.

Due to the high power of the cutting unit motors
(over 300 kW in total), bolter miner machines must
have a relatively large weight (of 80 Mg to over 100 Mg)
with limited overall dimensions to maintain stability.
This results in relatively high pressure on floor
(ground pressure). Due to the inability to move the
cutting unit horizontally, it is necessary to maneuver
the bolter miner to achieve its precise positioning
before proceeding with cutting, and in particular
with bolting operation. Weaker floor strata means
that the bolter miner may get stuck, which implies the
resulting loss of time dedicated to mining/bolting
operation.

It should be noted that bolter miners are very sensi-
tive to the transverse inclination of the seam (permis-
sible transverse inclinations do not exceed 5°) as there
are problems with maintaining the directional stability
of the machine. In addition, excessive transverse incli-
nations of the floor causes further problems with the
transport of the equipment and the operation of sys-
tems installed in such headings (gateroads).
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As a standard, in the field of haulage operations
the bolter miners work with the shuttle cars that
transport the material to a self-propelled feeder-
breaker station, as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 3. Basic components of the bolter miner (own study based on [18])
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The feeder-breaker station is intended to prepare
the output for a long-distance transport with a belt
conveyor by crushing it and aligning the output
stream. The advantage of this solution is that it makes
the cutting machine operation independent of the
continuity of the operation of the haulage system
(conveyor belts). The shuttle car (sometimes two or
more) perform function of a “flexible connection” –
a movable retention reservoir (-s).

For several years, attempts have been made to
apply flexible conveyor trains (e.g. the Komatsu
FCT system) [23] to transport the output, with vari-
ous effects.

This solution has not been applied in Australian
mining, but the applications of this solution in the US
coal mining have been described, where the systems
of three or even more parallel gateroads intercon-
nected by cross headings occur (Fig. 5).

Less common are solutions with the attachment of
a suspended feeder (belt or armoured conveyor) from
the machine, intended for reloading the output
into the belt conveyor, because such a solution makes
it difficult to position the bolter miner and, in addi-
tion, it changes the floor pressure distribution – in
conditions of weaker floors, this may be an additional
cause of floor destruction and the machine getting
stuck. Any solution with some form of output reten-
tion between the bolter miner and the belt haulage is
a favorable solution due to the transport characteris-
tics of the equipment. The bolter mined has a high in-
stantaneous capacity (up to 35 Mg/min), it feeds an
output stream at this intensity for a few minutes.
Without retention, the stationary belt conveyor would
have to have a similar instantaneous transport capaci-
ty, which means a significant oversizing of the device,
given the operating characteristics of the belt conveyors.

Fig. 4. The most widespread technological system/arrangement  of the face (gate end)
with the bolter miner (own study based on [22])

Fig. 5. Flexible belt conveyor FCT by Komatsu/Joy Global and Shuttle Car [23]
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The advantage of roof & sidewalls bolting is signif-
icantly reduced material demand compared to the
headings drilled with a steel roof support (as arches),
and thus minor requirements as for transport systems.
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The bolter miner places high demands on the me-
dia supply.

Therefore, it is necessary to supply process water
with appropriate parameters (flow capacity, pressure
and purity) to the face.

Due to the high power of the electric motors in-
stalled on the bolter miner machine, high require-
ments are also placed on the power network.

A technical system indispensable in drilling head-
ings (gateroads) is the face ventilation system as the
so-called auxiliary ventilation system consisting of
a fan built into a streamline airflow (i.e. an airflow
forced to move by fans installed mostly on the surface
of the underground mine). Fresh air is supplied to

the face from the fan through the ventilation ducts
(exhaust air extraction is less frequently used in the
case of bolter miners).
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For the effective operation of the bolter miners,
it is necessary to meet the technical requirements,
including mining and geological conditions.
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Figure 6 shows the basic groups of requirements
for the effective operation of the bolter miners.

The above-mentioned requirements place high de-
mands on the selection of the mechanization system
for a heading to be drilled, just at the planning and
design stage, as well as the selection of the operating
staff and relevant training of the latter.

2� ��$�������������	0������������	�
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Each technical system in mining has its own
design constraints (usually defined as permissible op-
erating parameters). The operation of such a system

Fig. 6. Requirements for the effective operation of the bolter mine

in conditions where the permissible operating pa-
rameters are exceeded is usually the reason for a de-
cline in operation results. All mechanization systems
in mining are exposed to factors limiting the poten-
tial technical capabilities of the system, as shown
in Figure 7.
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In the case of applying mechanization systems with
bolter miners when drilling headings, there is a very
high degree of sensitivity to the occurrence of these
constraints. This is due to the high specialization of
the mining machine intended to operate in a relatively
narrow spectrum of mining and geological condi-
tions. The time of making the bolt roof support, sig-
nificantly affecting the duration of the basic cycle of
the heading drilling, requires an open approach in the
design of the bolt roof support – apart from ensuring
the safety and stability of the heading in its life cycle,
it is important to apply solutions that shorten the du-
ration of the entire bolting operation.

5� "�((#�,

The high power of the linear cutting head of the
bolter miner creates the potential for a high advanc-
ing rate (daily, monthly, etc.) to be achieved, but it is
possible in a relatively narrow spectrum of mining
and geological conditions, with cooperating technical
systems adapted to the capabilities of the bolter min-
er, and high skills of operating staff, as well as appro-
priately planned, organized, and managed process of
heading drilling. Failure to meet these requirements
is a factor that reduces the results obtained.

The prerequisite is the use of this machine in ap-
propriate mining and geological conditions, which

Fig. 7. Factors limiting the efficiency of the technical system of the heading drilled with the bolter miner
(own study based on [9, 29, 30])

requires careful identification of these conditions
before making a decision. It is also important
that there are good conditions for the use of the
bolt roof support – in some conditions it may turn
out that the labor consumption of making stable and
safe roof bolting will require a different solution to be
applied.

The decision on the application of a bolter miner
requires a very careful cost-benefit analysis.
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